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About the Author. Barbara Lewis Burger is an archivist in the Still Picture Branch, Special Archives Division, National
Archives and Records Administration. She has served as the Assistant Chief for Reference in the Still Picture Branch,
and as the Assistant to the Director of Special Archives Division.

By law NARA is charged with safeguarding records of all three branches of the federal government. Its
mission is to assure federal agencies and the American public ready access to essential evidence documenting
the rights of citizens, the actions of government officials, and the national experience. NARA appraises,
accessions, arranges, describes, preserves, and provides access to the essential documentation of the three
branches of government; manages the presidential libraries; and publishes laws, regulations, and presidential
and other public documents. It also assists the Information Security Oversight Office, which manages federal
classification and declassification policies, and the National Historical Publications and Records Commission,
which makes grants nationwide to help provide access to materials that document American history. While the
need for a central, safe repository for government records was acknowledged from the early days of the
republic, storage systems before the twentieth century were decentralized and haphazard. The offices that
created the records also stored them, keeping them in whatever space happened to be available. Over the
years, records were lost, destroyed by fire, or otherwise made nearly inaccessible. The National Archives Act,
signed by President Franklin Roosevelt on 19 June , established a new agency to care for the records of the
federal government and ensure that they endured for future generations. In the National Archives was put
under the control of the General Services Administration, but it became an independent agency againâ€”the
National Archives and Records Administrationâ€”in NARA currently holds approximately 7 billion pages of
textual records; 5. Much of the archival material, including special media such as still and motion pictures ,
sound recordings, maps, and electronic records, is housed in the National Archives at College Park, Maryland,
and in the original National Archives Building in Washington, D. Eighteen regional records services facilities
located across the country house records from the federal courts and the regional offices of federal agencies in
the geographic areas they serve. To ensure proper documentation of the organization, policies, and activities of
the government, NARA develops standards and guidelines for the management and disposition of recorded
information. NARA also appraises federal records and approves records-disposition schedules, inspects
agency records and records management practices, develops training programs, and provides guidance and
assistance on proper records management. In addition, NARA contains a unique resource in its presidential
libraries and presidential materials projects, which document the administrations of Presidents Hoover to
Clinton. These institutions, though not strictly libraries, containâ€”in addition to museumsâ€”archival
collections of records textual, electronic, visual, and audio from the Office of the President and presidential
commissions, along with personal papers of the president, his family and associates, and members of his
administration. Government Manual and Public Papers of the Presidents. It is also responsible for receiving
and documenting Electoral College certificates for presidential elections and state ratifications of proposed
constitutional amendments. Its grants help state and local archives, universities, historical societies, and other
nonprofit organizations strengthen archival programs, preserve and process records collections, and provide
access to them through the publication of finding aids and documentary editions of papers related to the
Founding Era, to other themes, and to various historical figures. NARA is continually expanding the
availability of its resources through the Internet. NARA also offers a variety of public programs to bring its
resources to a wide audience. In the Washington area, at regional archives, and at presidential libraries,
visitors may attend lectures, exhibits, film screenings, and conferences. Records held by NARA are arranged
into numbered "record groups. Most record groups also contain records of predecessors of the organization
named in the title. A great number of records have been recorded on microfilm both to preserve them and to
make them more available to researchers. NARA has microfilmed more than 3, series of federal records, and
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copies are located at the two Washington-area archives buildings and in the various regional archives around
the country. Records in all NARA locations provide information on government actions that have affected the
entire nation and the individual home. It is published in print format and on the web. The online version is
regularly updated. National Archives and Records Administration. Home page at http:
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Guide to the holdings of the Still Picture Branch of the National Archives (Volume 2) Paperback - January 1, by United
States.

CA united under Western Region, Central classified files, Records concerning work in states, ft. Project and
contract files, Records of the regional engineer concerning dam construction, Records of the regional
geologist, Records of the regional wildlife technician, Records of the regional supervisor of the
recreation-area study, Records relating to recreational demonstration areas, Central classified files relating to
national parks and monuments, Records relating to recreation, land use, and state cooperation, Regional
administration files, Maps items, in Kansas City: Photographs images, in Kansas City: Accident scenes, road
construction sites, snow slides, building damage, and special park events and celebrations, removed from the
administrative files of the Office of the Director, Central files, ft. Narrative reports received from other
regional offices, Records of the Engineering Branch, including field notebooks, ; irrigation project files, ; and
records relating to roads in national parks and monuments, Records of the Branch of Plans and Design,
consisting of monthly narrative reports of resident landscape architects, Central files of the regional wildlife
technician, Records of the regional naturalist, consisting of wildlife files, ; wildlife census summary cards, ;
and monthly activity reports of park naturalists, Central files of the Regional Geologist, Records of the
Western Museum Laboratories, consisting of central files, ; and in Washington Area correspondence, , and
press releases, , relating to the work of photographer William Henry Jackson. General correspondence,
Correspondence concerning state cooperation, River basin correspondence, Records relating to repairs and
alterations of the Executive Office Building, Registers of burials, n. Clippings relating to Washington, DC,
Public Buildings Service reports on White House renovation, Annual and quarterly reports, Master and
progress plans for Washington, DC, 90 items. DC recreation system plan, 89 items. Rock Creek pollution
studies, 66 items. Architectural and Engineering Plans 9, items: Alterations and additions to Executive Office
Building, items. Thomas Jefferson Memorial, n. Arlington Memorial Bridge, items. Aerial Photographs 61
items: Lantern Slides images: Textual Records in Boston: ECW project reports, CCC camp files, Completed
project case files, Established June 12, , pursuant to authorizing act of June 20, 49 Stat. Textual Records in
Fort Worth: Established by an act of May 22, 32 Stat. Textual Records in Seattle: General subject
correspondence, Motion Pictures 1 reel: Mount McKinley and environs, ca. Textual Records in Los Angeles:
Hot Springs Reservation established by an act of April 20, 4 Stat. Dedicated to park use by an act of June 16,
21 Stat. Established April 3, , pursuant to authorizing act of March 3, 46 Stat. Textual Records in Chicago:
Correspondence and subject files, Land transferred to FWS, April 1, Theodore Roosevelt National Memorial
Park established from the south unit of the wildlife refuge by an act of April 25, 61 Stat. North unit of wildlife
refuge absorbed by park pursuant to an act of June 12, 62 Stat. Textual Records in Kansas City: Fish and
Wildlife Service. Established by an act of October 1, 26 Stat. Textual Records in San Francisco: Records of
the superintendent, President authorized to proclaim national monuments by the Antiquities Act 34 Stat.
Established by Presidential Proclamation , February 11, Established by Presidential Proclamation , August 10,
Established under the jurisdiction of the Forest Service, Department of Agriculture, by Presidential
Proclamation , December 19, Sulphur Springs Reservation established by an act of July 1, 32 Stat. Formally
established in law by an act of October 8, 78 Stat. Transferred to NPS from Bureau of Reclamation under
provisions of an interbureau memorandum of agreement, May 22, Placed under supervision of Shasta Lake
Office, December 26, Region IV assumed direct supervision, February 26, Transferred to the State of
California, June 30, Textual Records in Atlanta: Records of the military park, including correspondence of the
park commission, , and of the park superintendent and commissioners, ; records of disbursements and
expenditures, ; time books, ; and miscellaneous financial, accounting, and supply records, Records of the
cemetery, consisting of letters sent, ; letters received, , , ; cash account book, ; and in Atlanta correspondence
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of the superintendent, , and circulars, Records in Atlanta of the military park, consisting of minutes of the
park commission meeting of May 23, ; correspondence of the resident commissioner and park commission
chairman, ; correspondence of the park engineer, , and of the park architect, ; index to correspondence, ; visitor
register, ; expense records, , and ledgers, 41, ; employee time books, ; bids and proposals, ; list of pre-Civil
War cemetery headstones, n. Letters sent, , with index, Letters received, , with index, Subject files, 58 in
Philadelphia. Established by an act of June 30, 90 Stat. Initial survey for national parkway along the Natchez
Trace authorized by an act of May 21, 48 Stat. Ackia Battlefield National Monument had been established
October 25, , pursuant to authorizing act of August 27, 49 Stat. Meriwether Lewis National Monument had
been established under the jurisdiction of the War Department by Presidential Proclamation , February 6, , and
had transferred to Office of National Parks, Buildings, and Reservations, effective August 10, , under
provisions of EO , June 10, Subject correspondence files, Established by an act of October 15, 80 Stat.
Technical information, produced by the Office of Design and Construction, Denver Service Center, relating to
the construction and subsequent weatherproofing and repair of Filene Center I, including drawings and
contract files, Architectural Plans items: Filene Center Amphitheater and other structures, Chartered by the
state legislatures of Virginia and Maryland in to improve navigation on the Potomac River by deepening river
channel and cutting canals around falls. Organized in with George Washington as president. In financial
difficulties after Attempted unsuccessfully to raise funds through a lottery, Property transferred to
Chesapeake and Ohio Canal Company,
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A series described in the National Archives Catalog, or in the published Guide to the Holdings of the Still Picture Branch,
might contain several items or several hundred thousand items. Few series will ever be listed by individual item.

The Archivist not only maintains the official documentation of the passage of amendments to the U.
Constitution by state legislatures, but has the authority to declare when the constitutional threshold for passage
has been reached, and therefore when an act has become an amendment. It also administers the Electoral
College. Congress established the National Archives Establishment in to centralize federal record keeping,
with the Archivist of the United States as chief administrator. The first Archivist, R. Connor , began serving in
, when the National Archives was established by Congress. In March , it was revealed by the Archivist of the
United States in a public hearing that a memorandum of understanding between NARA and various
government agencies existed to "reclassify", i. In , Executive Order created the National Declassification
Center [10] to coordinate declassification practices across agencies, provide secure document services to other
agencies, and review records in NARA custody for declassification. In , a retired employee pleaded guilty to
stealing original sound recordings from the archives. Records include paper documents, microfilm, still
pictures, motion pictures, and electronic media. Archival descriptions of the permanent holdings of the federal
government in the custody of NARA are stored in the National Archives Catalog. However, records from
other sources may still be protected by copyright or donor agreements. Federal government agencies pay a
yearly fee for storage at the facility. In accordance with federal records schedules, documents at WNRC are
transferred to the legal custody of the National Archives after a certain point this usually involves a relocation
of the records to College Park. Temporary records at WNRC are either retained for a fee or destroyed after
retention times has elapsed. WNRC also offers research services and maintains a small research room. Across
the United States, the National Archives maintains both research facilities and additional federal records
centers. In many cases, the research rooms of regional archives are located at the same site of the federal
records center FRCs which are not accessible to the public. Publicâ€”private partnerships[ edit ] In an effort to
make its holdings more widely available and more easily accessible, the National Archives began entering into
publicâ€”private partnerships in When announcing the agreement, Archivist Allen Weinstein said that this
pilot program is â€¦ an important step for the National Archives to achieve its goal of becoming an archive
without walls. Our new strategic plan emphasizes the importance of providing access to records anytime,
anywhere. This is one of many initiatives that we are launching to make our goal a reality. For the first time,
the public will be able to view this collection of rare and unusual films on the Internet. Allen Weinstein
explained that this partnership would "allow much greater access to approximately 4. During the
announcement, Weinstein noted that the agreement would " The website [29] features 3, documents, images,
and recordings from the holdings of the Archives. The site also features lesson plans and tools for creating
new classroom activities and lessons. In , the National Archives initiated a WikiProject on the English
Wikipedia to expand collaboration in making its holdings widely available through Wikimedia. Notable
crimes[ edit ] In , Robert Bradford Murphy and his wife, Elizabeth Irene Murphy were arrested and sentenced
to ten years in prison for stealing documents from several federal depositories including the National
Archives.
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Get this from a library! Guide to the holdings of the Still Picture Branch of the National Archives. [Barbara Lewis Burger;
United States. National Archives and Records Administration.

United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority and predecessors: Nuclear Research Northern Groups: Technical
photographs of equipment used at Dounreay and Hunterston, together with report on photography of technical
equipment, s to s C United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority and predecessors: Atomic Energy Research
Establishment, Harwell: Photographs of the London Office. These photographs have been merged with those
originally designated for record series AB 31 and AB These photographs have been merged with those
originally designated for record series AB 18 and AB Photographs of Royal Navy ships afloat or in dry dock.
First photographs are mounted on card. Remaining are not. Papers assembled by official historians as
background information for the official war history of Second World War. Photographs can be found
throughout these papers. There are also five distinct volumes of photographs showing Boulogne including
aerial views , artificial Harbours used during Operation Neptune, and silhouettes of the French coastline three
volumes E Admiralty: Records of the Surveyor of the Navy and successors: At least one file pertains to enemy
defence booms approaches to Kiel C Admiralty: Department of the Director of Naval Construction: Numerous
photographs, showing damage to naval craft, accompany reports and narratives of operations and incidents, C
ADM Admiralty and Ministry of Defence: United Kingdom Beach Intelligence Records, The files are
arranged geographically, covering the west coast of Scotland and outlying islands, then from north to south,
the east coast of Scotland and the remainder of the British Isles in a clockwise direction; Northern Ireland, Eire
and Jersey are also covered C AIR 11 Admiralty and Air Ministry: A subseries within this series, comprising
27 pieces, and several further files, provide a variety of photographs of airships, balloons and associated
technical equipment and facilities. Airships emanate from Britain, Germany and the United States. Whilst
facilities and equipment shown are also to be found in these countries there are additional photographs of such
items from Canada, Egypt and India C AIR 27 Air Ministry and successors: Operations Record Books,
Squadrons, A number of volumes within this record series include or wholly comprise appendices, a number
of which include photographs, most commonly of personnel. These may be groups or individuals, posing or
carrying out tasks, or participating in a ceremonial for example, medal decoration or social station sports day
activity C Air Ministry and successors: Operations Record Books, Miscellaneous Units, Material similar to
that found in AIR 27 may be found amongst the appendices of these volumes. Central Interpretation Unit,
predecessors and related bodies: The largest portion of this material comprises aerial photographs taken by
reconnaissance aircraft. Additionally, there are numerous ground level shots obtained from a variety of
sources. Most prominent of these are those taken by tourists, before the advent of war, and subsequently
passed to the Ministry. Ten volumes of photographs, Some reports contain original photographs most are
printed copies of original photographs showing equipment and testing apparatus C Air Commodore Sir Frank
Whittle: Photographs of display sheets and posters, Most of the files, folders and volumes contain material
from all four regional groups. Two subseries hold photograph collections. A second subseries, of five
volumes, covers facilities, staff and training procedures at the railway workshops, Darlington, Several other
records have selections of photographs showing damage and repairs to track and buildings, compiled for
training new engineers C British Railways: No photographs have been selected for deposit into this record
series, which will now be closed E Resettlement Agency: Historic Buildings Council for England, A large
number of photographs are to be found amongst these files, used to assist consideration of grant-aided
renovation and preservation schemes C Department of the Environment: Home Improvement Grants,
Photographs of properties, supporting case applications, are to be found enclosed in a number of these files C
Ministry of Aircraft Production and predecessors: National Gas Turbine Establishment and predecessors,
Photographs of turbine engines and components are enclosed with drawings in a number of files C Department
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of Scientific and Industrial Research: There is a volume of photographs accompanying a report on the
clearance of buildings in Caernarvon, together with photographs in several other files pertaining to
improvements of housing stock during the s and s C Welsh Office and predecessors: Town and Country
Planning Division and predecessors: Transport, Highways and Planning Group and predecessors: Photographs
taken during the construction of major roads in Wales, including the Welsh extension of the M4 and the Heads
of the Valley Road A They were presented to the Welsh Office as part of the road building contract, and show
scenes prior to the commencement of work and then regular progress showing each stage of construction, E
BK 12 National Dock Labour Board: There are also photographs used during a touring exhibition on dock
labourers, organised under the aegis of the Central Office of Information. Photographs of a Comet aircraft
crash, in sea near Elba, 10 January Other photographs are to be found scattered amongst these files,
supporting technical reports into accidents E Board of Trade and successors: Structures on the Foreshore.
Photographs extracted from files pertaining to foreshore establishments in BT To date, no extractions have
occurred C Board of Trade and successors: Registrar General of Shipping and Seamen: Central Register of
Seamen: This record series spans the period to It contains photographs and artistic and literary works
collected by four of the five overseas departments of state, the exception being the India Office. Most of the
photographs were originally collated by the Colonial Office. Collation has been, historically, a haphazard
process, there being no specific attempt to collect photographs until recently. The collection, as a whole, has
been formed in to several sequences. These may be loosely described as topographical, miscellaneous
conferences most commonly visual accounts of diplomatic events and activities , portraiture and architectural.
Of these series, portraiture remains at the FCO Hanslope Park , pending cataloguing, and the architectural
photographs have been retained by the FCO to support their building maintenance work. This series contains a
collection of slides which were nearly all taken at the collieries of the former Barber Walker and Co mostly at
Moorgreen and Brinsley around Eastwood, Nottinghamshire. The collection is entitled From Pit to Fireplace
and would appear to have been used to illustrate a talk on the history of coal mining E National Coal Board
and predecessors: This series contains photograph prints and negatives relating to all aspects of the British
coal mining industry, including personnel, equipment, buildings and special events. A number are arranged in
albums. Photographs and Prints of Crown Properties. This series includes over 2, black and white photographs
of Crown properties taken since Nearly all the properties are in London, but photographs of Eltham Palace,
Lindisfarne Priory and some at Windsor are included. Most of the photographs are loose, though the series
contains several albums. Many of these photographs have been mounted onto card. A few photographs were
officially supplied for example, by the Ministry of Works but most were taken or processed for the Office by
private studios. No photographs have been selected for deposit into this record series, which will now be
closed C Central Criminal Court: The files in this record series, dating from to , are a rich source of
photographs maintained as exhibits in criminal trials. Photographs of interior and exterior views. Document
Supply Centre and its predecessors: Photographs of the lending division facilities. Departmental prosecution
files from to These files are a rich source of photographic material. These records represent an artificial
collection of photographs brought together by the Records and Archives Branch of the Civil Aviation
Authority. The photographs depict air traffic control facilities at airports, air traffic centres and navigational
aids. Photographs accompanying reports on tests of models of sea-planes and flying boats carried out for the
Air Ministry and private aircraft constructors at William Froude National Tank, Teddington, C General
Nursing Council: Photographs of properties owned or used by the Council for administrative purposes.
Collection of Passports, This series contains a collection illustrating the many different types of passport
issued. It includes some passports issued in the late 18th and early 19th centuries by Foreign Missions in this
country to British subjects wishing to travel abroad. Up to the passports are in the form of single sheets folded
in four: This series contains a small representative selection of Passport Office documents illustrating the
treatment accorded to applications for various types of passports, visas, certificates, and so on. Most cases
include photographs of applicants as photographs on most forms of passport applications became compulsory
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from January C Foreign Office: This series contains both personal and official papers, including 19
photograph albums, and three family portrait photographs, of the diplomat Sir Percy Loraine C HO Home
Office: Ministry of Home Security: Research and Experiments Department. These papers deal with
observation of and research into allied and enemy bombs, bombing methods and effects, fire prevention and
air raid damage both in the United Kingdom and in enemy occupied territories, Many are technical reports
and surveys of air raid damage to towns, buildings and transport facilities, with photographs as supporting
evidence to the research findings C Home Office: Amongst the material given in evidence is a selection of
photographs. Photographs of the British Isles:
Chapter 5 : USAGE of NARA images and Credit
special archives division. Guide to the holdings of the still picture branch of the, still picture branch] on amazoncom
*free* shipping on qualifying offers guide to the holdings of the still picture branch of the national archives (volume 2):
united states national archives and records administration.

Chapter 6 : National Archives Guide to Genealogical Research
National Archives and Records Administration. Still Picture Branch] on calendrierdelascience.com *FREE* shipping on
qualifying offers. Guide to the holdings of the Still Picture Branch of the National Archives: United States.

Chapter 7 : National Park Service: NPS Records in the National Archives
by Barbara Lewis Burger Publisher's Description For the first time, this guide provides summary information about nearly
six million photographic prints, negative, transparencies, posters, and other visual images in the custody of the National
Archives Still Picture Branch.
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Barbara Lewis Burger is the author of Guide to the Holdings of the Still Picture Branch of the National Archives ( avg
rating, 0 ratings, 0 reviews, p.
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